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International Category

Central European University Budapest
by O’Donnell + Tuomey

Our brief was to design a new 35,000m2 university
campus for the Central European University
on a World Heritage site in central Budapest,
incorporating all university departments and
facilities. The scheme involves the radical
transformation of five adjoining, previously
disconnected, historic buildings, and the
construction of two new buildings. This is the
first phase of the campus masterplan. The
project changes the relationship of the university
to the city. Phase 1 provides a public face for
the university, a new entrance on axis with the
Danube, a library and learning café for citizens
and students. The campus becomes integrated
with the urban realm.
Budapest is a city of courtyards and passageways.
The streetscape is repetitive in plot dimension
and only slightly varied in parapet height. The
contemporary expression of the new building
at Nador 15 is designed to be in sympathetic
conversation with its neighbours. The limestone
façade is locally sourced from the same quarry as
most of the historic buildings in the city. This is
the first new building to be built in recent times in
this historically protected context.
The existing CEU campus consisted of adjoining
buildings, each with their own entrance, with
minimal interconnectivity between them. We
identified opportunities to intervene in this
downtown urban block, to make what was a
disconnected and disparate set of buildings
into an open campus. We employed a process of
selective subtraction and addition to transform
the campus into a metaphorical crossroads. By
a carefully considered “surgical” strategy, we
linked existing and new facilities through a legible
sequence of connected courtyards. The functional

layout provides easy communication between
interrelated adjacencies, clusters connected
by social spaces, encouraging interaction and
collaboration between academic departments.
We proposed a phased strategy, making
connections between existing courtyards,
demolishing inefficient buildings and designing
new buildings around a series of courts.
Courtyards are roofed over to provide a tempered
environment from the climatic extremes in winter
and summer. The courtyards are the campus,
providing circulation system and social space.
Openings are cut through to provide visual
connections. Flying staircases interconnect
department offices to teaching spaces.
The new building on Nador Utca forms the main
entrance to the University. It houses the library
and learning commons over a multi-purpose
auditorium and conference facilities. The adjoining
building is radically refurbished to provide a
covered courtyard for public events, with a
business school and teaching spaces at upper
levels. A roof garden straddles both buildings to
provide views over the city skyline.
The palette of materials has been selected for
their endurance and natural material qualities that
give character to the overall appearance. Stone,
timber, concrete and steel form the fabric of the
internal public spaces, with bespoke furniture
used throughout the building. The new facades
are constructed with local limestone, designed to
emphasize the geometric quality of the building
and continuing the tradition of solidity and
permanence of the Budapest stone architecture.

image
1. The Facade is folded to slowly
reveal the entrance and hints at
the spatial complexities inside.
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CEU CAMPUS - PHASE 1
Seventh Floor

Seventh Floor Plan
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CEU CAMPUS - PHASE 1
Groundfloor
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Client | Central European University
Architects | O’Donnell + Tuomey
Directors: Sheila O’Donnell & John Tuomey; Associate: Mark Grehan;
Project Architect: Ciara Reddy; Architects: Anne Louise Duignan, Brian
Barber, Jitka Leonard, Geoff Brouder, Henrik Wolterstorff, Architectural
Assistants: Kevin O’Brien, Jonathan Janssens, Gary Watkin, Iseult
O’Clery, Lauren Small, Edin Gicevic
Architects (Budapest) | Teampannon
Project Architect: Máté Hidasnémeti; Architects: Bence Varga, Ádám
Kern, Andrea Szabó, Eszter Bagdy, Szabolcs Kriston, Ágnes Légár,
Gábor Palotás, Szandra Borsay
Project Managers | Central European University Development Office
Structural Engineers | Kenese

Mechanical Engineers | Temesvári Tervező
Fire Safety Consultants | Takács-Tetra
Electrical Engineers | Kelevill FZ
Acoustic Consultants | Aqrate Akusztikai Mérnök Iroda
Landscape Architects | Gardenworks
Quantity Surveyors | Tomlin
Location | Nador u. 9, 1051 Budapest, Hungary
Project Size | 15,638m2 (Phase 1)
Project Completion | October 2016
Photographer | Tamás Bujnovszky
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2.	T he master plan strategy is based on
making connections between existing
courtyards and opening new routes
between buildings
3.	A new concrete spiral staircase sits as
a sculptural element in the concourse
4.	Entrance facade to CEU when
approached from the River Danube on
the Pest side of Budapest. The locally
sourced stone continues the tradition
of Budapest’s stone architecture
5. Entrance foyer of CEU
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A Space Beyond

Review by Sandra Andrea O’Connell
Musically evoked in Johann Strauss’ famous waltz,
the Danube is the longest river in the European Union
region, connecting Central with Eastern Europe. Rising
in Southern Germany, it winds its way with increasing
tempo through ten countries before rolling with a big
crescendo into the Black Sea. By the time the Danube
has reached Budapest, it has amassed an incredible
scale and swell. The two cities of Buda and Pest are
built along the Danube’s majestic shores, with most
major public buildings fronting the river such as Pest’s
impressive Parliament and Buda’s famous Castle and
Fisherman’s Bastion.
When O’Donnell + Tuomey emerged as competition
winners to master-plan the campus of Budapest’s
Central European University (CEU), they were conscious
of the Danube’s presence in the city and of its visual
absence from the existing university campus. A
disconnection that was surprising with the university
occupying an entire urban block in proximity to
the river. Opening up new vistas and changing the
relationship between university, city and river have,
therefore, been central currents of this project.
It is a skill O’Donnell + Tuomey have repeatedly honed
since one of their earliest works – the 1992 Irish Film
Institute (IFI) cinema in Dublin’s historic Temple Bar
area. Here the architects skilfully adapted nine historic
buildings without any significant street frontage into
a popular cultural destination. The cinema’s social
heart is a covered courtyard space, reached via two
new entrances, which were carved into the urban
block. More recently, O’Donnell + Tuomey’s acclaimed
Student Centre for the London School of Economics
also made new connections with the city. Located in
London’s historic ‘Strand’ area, the architects fluidly
extended the campus into the urban realm. Respecting
its neighbouring buildings’ right to light, the Student
Centre twists as it rises, offering glimpses of the city
until a roof garden unveils a dramatic view. Making
cultural and educational buildings in complex urban
settings earned practice founders Sheila O’Donnell and
John Tuomey in 2015 the prestigious RIBA Gold Medal.
Fresh from their success at the LSE, O’Donnell +
Tuomey were invited by CEU to the open masterplan
competition, which also included a library, auditorium
and conference centre. Founded in 1991 – as political
change swept across Eastern Europe – by the
Hungarian-American philanthropist George Soros, CEU
is a post-graduate university where 1,500 students
are enrolled across 14 departments. After 25 years

in Budapest, CEU wanted to solidify and open its
campus on the Pest side, spread across seven adjoining
buildings yet without a single common space.
O’Donnell + Tuomey based their winning concept on
a perceptive understanding of Budapest’s character
as a “city of courtyards”: “Budapest always has
a space beyond,” explain the architects, “there is
always another courtyard and there are bridges and
passageways that go across”. By hollowing out space
and making new connections between buildings and
courtyards, the architects not only sought to open
up the university to itself, but also towards the city.
With phase one of their three-phase masterplan now
complete, has their vision – developed with Hungarian
partner architects M-Teampannon – been achieved?
Approached from the Pest-side of the Danube – just a
short stroll from the Hungarian Academy of Science –
CEU’s new entrance building suddenly comes into view.
Its tall sculptural façade, made from brightly coloured
Hungarian Süttö stone (sourced from a local quarry),
appears like the eroded cliffs of a deep river gorge. The
stone glows warm when hit with/by sunlight. It is the
material from which Budapest’s public architecture and
ornate apartment blocks are built.
To open up the campus to the city, the architects
demolished a 1950s building and carved their new
entrance building – on axis with the Danube – into
the urban block on Nádor utca street. The new stone
façade is folded to reveal the entrance and hints at
the spatial complexities beyond. Inside the entrance
courtyard, called Nádor 15, there are recurring themes
of O’Donnell + Tuomey’s work: the oxide-red colour
used for exposed steelwork and a beautifully sculpted
concrete spiral staircase, evocative of the LSE’s upper
stairs. The main entrance route leads past the reception
desk to a small café, which is open to both students and
citizens. Nádor 15 also contains two new major campus
elements: a multi-purpose auditorium with conference
centre at lower and ground level and, at upper levels,
the library and learning commons.
Although embedded within the urban block, both spaces
benefit from carefully-controlled light and views. When
daylight is desired in the auditorium, a screen folds
mechanically away, like sliding wooden jigsaw pieces,
revealing a street view of Nádor utca. The new library
above is designed around both internal and external
views. It is entered at second floor level, reached via the
concrete spiral stairs. An internal stairs (with integrated

image
5.	Flying staircases interconnect
department offices to teaching spaces
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seating) leads into a stunning atrium, from where
the library’s upper floors and balconies come into
view. With walls and balconies enveloped in rich
oak acoustic baffles, the library feels comfortably
cocooned (and quiet), despite its soaring height and
openness. A huge variety of reading spaces allow
each student to find their preferred setting.
At the street-end of the library, windows overlook
Nádor utca but the long view is always drawn towards
the Danube. Each continuing floor offers a new spatial
and visual delight as Buda’s architecture comes into
view such as the famous Fisherman’s Bastion and
St Mathew’s Church (Mátyás templom). The city’s
wider urban geography is finally revealed in the roof
garden, the new social heart of CEU. Here, above the
roofs of Pest, the university holds campus events,
including film nights.
If the central theme of Nádor 15 is based around
new connections with the city, then the neighbouring
courtyard, Nádor 13, addresses the internal demands
of the university. Connected to the entrance building
via a new archway, Nádor 13 is a refurbished building.
It features a covered courtyard for public events,
with department offices and teaching spaces at
upper levels. With its 20-metre proportions, Nádor
13 is a typical Budapest courtyard. Yet the dynamics
of this space have been completely changed by a
bold architectural gesture, as the glass roof hits the
ground at a sharp angle. This device provides offices
above the roof with access to natural ventilation –
an important element of the overall low energy and
low carbon strategy, which has earned the campus
a ‘very good’ BREEAM status – the first for a higher
education institution in Central and Eastern Europe.
O’Donnell + Tuomey describe their work in Budapest
as “urban dentistry’’, saying that, “like a dentist, we
had to cut and make precise and careful openings.”
They also needed to comply with local fire safety

images from top.
6. The communal roof terrace offers stunning views of Budapest,
including the historic Parliament building
7. The library is a rich spatial experience and offers readers a
choice of seating, from open plan to more intimate spaces
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laws – as each courtyard in Budapest is considered
a separate fire zone. In response, ODT and their
local partner architects M-Teampannon designed
an ingenious system of movable fire partitions,
contained within the concrete walls. When activated,
they slide across to separate courtyards and
buildings. The RIAI introduced the two practices
to eachother, as the Institute was aware of
M-Teampannon through its international work.
When O’Donnell + Tuomey’s masterplan is finally
complete (expected by 2020), it will comprise
35,000m2 of university campus. More courtyards
– Nador 11 and Nador 9 – will have been opened
up and further connections to the city made. Yet
with a recent amendment passed by the Hungarian
Parliament threatening CEU’s role as a western
liberal institution in Budapest, O’Donnell + Tuomey’s
work has taken on a new significance. Tens of
thousands of people recently demonstrated for
CEU and academic freedom and international and
academics around the world have expressed their
support for CEU. David Kaye, UN Special Rapporteur
on the freedom of opinion and expression, has asked
the Parliament of Hungary to reconsider the recently
adopted legislation, which appears to be aimed at
undermining CEU.
O’Donnell + Tuomey’s central themes of ‘openness’
and ‘connectivity’ therefore deeply resonate with
these concerns. Addressing in March 2017, as
keynote speakers, the Hungarian Architects’ Annual
Conference in Budapest, the Irish practice illustrated
their own sense of connectivity with place: “We want
our buildings to meaningfully fit in to their cultural
and physical context. But we want them to fit in by
standing out. We are looking for our buildings to
activate the air around them. To resonate.” This is
courageous architecture.

Elevation
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